
Weight-losing Master

INSTRUCTION

Dear customer:
Thanks for your choosing our products.

For the best capability and safety,piease read the monual before operatlon.
Please leserve the manual for your refetence.



PRODUCT FUNCTIONS

This apparatus was carefully designed according to human bionice research, which combines functions of
broken-fat,fat dissolved,lymphatic drainage, magnetic therapy of firm skin in one and using high-tech means to
massage, do electrotherapy and pressure therapy to get significant effect.

Slimming

1. boot-strap
2. time
3. heat energy intensity function
4. heat energy to start/suspend
5. left hand heat energy to select
6. right hand heat energy to select
7. waist heat energy to select
8. left foot heat energy to select
9. right foot heat energy to select



10. charge intensity function
11. charge function to start/suspend
12. charge mode

CONTROL SCREEN
Accessories Connect Diagram

Rear Cover of Chassis



Output of air pressure de-toxin

Output of spare part for foot FOOT 0 FOOT 1

Output of spare part for leg LEG2 LEG3 LEG 4 LEG5

Output of spare part for waist WAIST6 WAIST7

Output of spare part for arm ARM8 ARM9

Spare part of arm
Air pressure ouput 8/9
Infrared heating output 1.2
Spare part of waist
Air pressure ouput6/7
Infrared heating output 3

Spare part of leg
Air pressure ouput2/3/4/5
Infrared heating output4/5

Blanket
Spare part of boot
Air pressure output 0/1

Infrared heating
connecter
Air pressure pipe
Connected with output



Air pressure connecter 9
Air pressure connecter 8
Infrared heating connecter 1
Infrared heating connecter 2
Air pressure connecter 7

Air pressure connecter 6
Infrared heating connecter 3
Infrared heating connecter 4
Infrared heating connecter 5
Air pressure connecter 5
Air pressure connecter 4
Air pressure connecter 3
Air pressure connecter 2

Air pressure connecter 1

Infrared heating connecter 4
Infrared heating connecter 5
Air pressure connecter 0

Please connect the pipe with the correct number



Air pressure connect diagram

Infrared heating connect diagram

Connect Diagram



Electric Outlet

Fuse

Power Switch

OPERATION INSTRUCTION

1. Check and connect the power wire.
2. Turn on the power,the machine begin to work.
3. Connect the output port to the slimming clothes To make sure, the display is shown as “0”
4. Two method to wear the slimming clothes and electrode patches:

Put the electrode patches to the parts, with which you are not satisfied, and put on the slimming clothes for
waist,arms and legs.
Please wrap the preservative film and then put on the slimming clothes.

5. Press the POWER button on the control panel.
6. Adjust Time:According to the working time to adjust the time on the machine of Button 10. The minimum

time is one minute and the maximum is 60 minutes. Usually,the suitable time is 30 to 60 minutes.
7.Far Infrared

Far Infrared Adjust:Press Button 20and21 to adjust the intensity of far infrared.There are eight
levels. According to the request of client to press“▼”and“▲”and select a proper intensity.
Note:Because the skin nature is different for everyone, please don’t choose high intensity. To
avoid burning, please wrap wet towel before put on the slimming clothes. It’s shown as the
machine is working while the little red spot sparkles under the right of the Liquid Crystal
Display.

8. Air-pressure De-toxin Mode Adjust: There are three modes for air pressure; Mode I, from “1” to “8”; Mode II,
from “8” to “1”; Mode III, “1” and “2” first, then “2” and “3” followed with “7” and “8”; Mode IV, “7” and



“8” first, then “6” and “7” followed with “1” and “2”; Mode V, “1” and “8” first, then “2” and “7” followed
with “4” and “5”; Mode VI, “4” and “5” first, then “3” and “6” followed with “1” and “8”.

TABOO

The following people are prohibited from the instrument treatment

BASIC GUIDE FOR MASSAGE





（

OTHER PROPOSAL FOR AIR PRESSURE



ORDINARYMALFUNCTION REMOVING





IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE

1. Please don’t disassemble the equipment or try to do some other operation,which have not been
indicated in our instruction.All the repairing work should be done by our admitted professional
personnel.

2. Please don’t assemble or operate this equipment while you are near the water or your hands are wet.
Notice that don’t pour the liquid on it.

3. Please pull out the plug from the socket when you met such conditions as below. A nd keep in touch with
professional maintenance Station.
1> The equipment touched liquid
2> The equipment has abnormal smell,smoking or loud and strong noise.
3> The Cable is broken
4> The equipment is fallen down and broken

4. Please don’t put anything on the cables,don’t place the equipment at any place where someone can step on the
cable.

5. Please pull out the power cable after using it for your safety.
6. Don’t put anything into the equipment’s jack ,otherwise it may cause fire or touch the electricity. If something

enters the equipment, please don’t pick it out by yourself,contract distributor or our company immediately.
7. Please don’t put the equipment on the anything that can’t stand steadily,avoid it turns over and damage.
8. Our company has the right to modify the information in this introduction before notify! And keep the

explanations right for the above.


